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Abstract 

 

International organizations (IOs) have been diversifying remarkably over the past 

decades. This includes the involvement of quantitatively more organizational actors 

as well as new types of organizational actors such as parliamentarians, civil society 

activists, and technical experts, to name a few. Besides this increasing formal and 

informal complexity within IOs, international organizations have been diversifying the 

scope of organizational actors they engage with for political work. Besides (member) 

states this increasingly includes other IOs, (transnational) civil-society organizations, 

for-profit organizations, and the like. The result is a nowadays more and more diverse 

formal institutional design of IOs as well as a diverse network or organizational actors 

and structures around IOs. As these developments have only been receiving scarce 

attention in scholarly literature, this panel invites both theoretically and empirically 

oriented papers aiming to analyze the dynamics of IOs’ organizational diversification. 

The panel aims at bringing together different measures and perspectives to compare 

behavior and design of diversifying international organizations in all their empirical 

dimensions and on several analytical levels, such as cross-IO or within-IO accounts, 

across different organizational levels or with the variety of actors involved in IO policy-

making.  

 

Guiding research questions may include for example: 

 

• What different types of organizational actors can we identify within IOs, over 

time and across IOs, and how do they (analytically) differ?  

• Why do (some) IOs incorporate or engage with new actors and new types of 

actors? Are these processes driven by member states, IO bureaucracies, other 

(external) actors, or a mixture of all? 

• Why does the institutional evolution of IOs differ, i.e. why do some IOs remain 

nearly static while others increase their institutional complexity?  

• How does formal an informal IO diversification affect IOs’ formal and informal 

internal political processes? 

• What are the consequences of these different institutional trajectories? Do 

diversified IO increase their legitimacy, are they more resilient to contestation 

and IO dissolution? 

• How can we theorize and measure different levels of institutional diversity within 

and among IOs? 

 

To submit a Paper proposal, you need to create a MyECPR account (if you don’t 

already have one) and send the following information to Michael Giesen and Sören 

Münch by 7 February:  

 

• your name, academic affiliation and email address  
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• a title for your paper  

• an abstract of up to 500 words  

• 3-8 keywords  

 


